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ECO ITS-STAR partner
Decommissioning Scheme
Mobile: +65 98591202

BY REFERRAL

 Decommission Old PC
 Handling & Recycling
 Remove Techie Items
 Salvage Tech Device

To: The Correspondence

Greetings!

Subject: Electronics Recycling & Wants - Decommision Old Computer and Electrical Goods

Our E-cycle programme provides a depth consideration in the life cycle of I.T. hardware from
crib to grave. It focuses on the placing of electronics products into good used. Why not put all
discarded electrical computer peripherals altogether?

Good Help In What You Can DO.
- Untangle all cords and cables. Coil them up with a rubber band or twist tie.
- Attach power adapters (AC adaptors, transformers) to their associated equipment
(such as powered switches, hubs or external modems) as best you can;
- Pack it inside a recycling bag or tape in a box.
- Keep a serial listing of items description for your record.
- And, email us if possible. Or, follow up by a call for direct appointment.

COLLECT MAINLY MOBILE COMPUTERS (PC/MAC)
*LAPTOPS/NETBOOK/TABLETS/iPADS/ SMART-PHONES, Hi-TECH LCD's as well as
secondary devices if any, such as AUDIO SYSTEM, PROJECTOR, ALIEN-WARE GADGETS,
PC PERIPHERALS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES or, (SPORTS WEAR) WATER
RESISTANT WATCHES, NEW SPARES GIFTS, REDUNDANT BRANDED GOODS MIXED.

We recruit sources of give-away computers and restore system life cater to less privilege I.T. user.

ON SITE SERVICE *FREE COLLECTION! Haul away all laid-off items.
No cost mention. Offload your unwanted computer electrical appliances?

Compile the disposal inventory listing to: doyi_enterprise@yahoo.com
or phone: 6659 6862 for collector’s appointment.

Look forward to be your assistance and referral support in our ECO-ITS workout!

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Computer Disposal Works, Collector http://recycle.do-yi.com
Mailer: Woodlands Post Office P. O. Box 127 Singapore 917308


